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CHAPTER25

The tnfinitive

To understand the infinitive is an overwhelming task for many. Nevertheless, the study of the infinitive is manda-

tory, and its mastery rewarding.

If you examine the hrst sentence of this chapter you will see one example of the varied uses of the infinitive- In
English the infinitive is expressed by "to" plus the verb (to run, to hit, to speak, to study). Therefore it looks like a
verb. But in the opening sentence, 'to understand," which certainly involves the action of thought or comprehension,

serves as the subject of the verb is. o'To understand" is naming the action that is the subject of the sentence. Thor-
oughly confused? Do not be alarmed, this chapter will help you understand the basic concepts of the Greek infinitive.
Although much more could be covered in this chapter, this would overwhelrn the novice who does not know the

Greek language.

Like the participle, the infinitive is not a finite verb, it does not have a subject. The infinitive is called a verbal
nourl because it has characteristics of both nouns and verbs. The infinitive may be used in any way a noun can (sub-
jec! object), but it also has tense and voice like a verb. It does not have number, gendeE person, or mood. In the sen-

tence, Jesus cqme to serve, "to serve" is a present active infinitive; in the sentence, Jesus did not come to be served,
'to be served" is a present passive infinitive.

In English the marker for the infinitive is usually the word, "to," but this is not always the case. However, the
Greek student is not left to guess. Infinitives, like all other parts of speech, are marked with specific endings. For the

non Greek student, the abbreviations in the analytical Greek New Testament make it even more certain. The abbrevia-
tion will look like this, VPAN, V stands for Verb, P, for Present tense, A, for Active voice, and N for iNfinitive. Re-
member, R in the tense column stands for peRfect.

Exercise 25.1: Identiff the following abbreviations.

1. VAAN

2. VRPN

3. VPPN

The Infinitive as a Verb

Like a verb, the infinitive may take an object or be modified by adverbs, and has both tense and voice. However,
the tense does not indicate time, only aspect. The infinitive itself is timeless. The aspect may be aoristic (undefined,
summarized), imperfective (continuous), or perfective (completed). When Jesus said, "I came to serve," the present

tense emphasizes continuous action during the first advent. At the first advent Jesus came to serve, but at the future
second coming Jesus will retum to rule. Though the infinitive does not have a formal subject, the implied subject of
the infinitive is the subject of the main verb. When the performer of the action of the main verb is different from the
subject of the main verb, then the performer of the action in the infinitive will always be in the accusative case.

In the verbal use of the infinitive, the infinitive is usually completing the idea of the main verb or making a fur-
ther asserfion, he came to serve. "To serye" completes the idea in the main verb "came" by explaining the purpose.

l. Purpose (aim or action) of the main verb.

o Matt. 2:2For we saw His star in the east, and have come to worship Him."

"To worship" is an aorist infinitive indicating an undefined or summary purpose. The "we" is also the
subject ofthe infinitive and shows

o Matt. 5:17 "Do not think that I came to abolish the Law or the Prophets; I did not come to abolish, but to ful-
fiil.

o lTh. 3:5 For this reason, when I could endure it no longer, I also sent to find out about your faith,

The infinitive is an aorist tense indicating undefined action, probably a singular event- The subject of the
infinitive is the same as the subject of the verb, "I."

o Matt. 6: I "Beware of practicine your righteousness before men to be noticed by them;

This verse has two infinitives in the Greek, only the second r€presents purpose. The first, "to de," in
combination with the main verb, almost acts as a finite verb to indicate ongoing action. This is a com-
plementary infinitive.

2. Result of the main verb ["that," "so that," "with the result thaf']. The infrnitive expresses the result or outcome of
the verb to which it is related. The emphasis is on the effect of the action, intended or unintended.
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o Rom. l:10 always in my prayers making request, if perhaps now at last by the will of God I may succeed in
coming to you.

r Rom. l:20 For since the creation of the world His invisible attributes, His eternal power and divine nature,

have been clearly seen, being understood through what has been made, so that [with the result that] they are

without excuse.

o Col. 4:3 praying at the same time for us as well, that God may open up to us a door for the word, so that

[with the result that] we may speak forth the mystery of Christ, for which I have also been imprisoned;

The first 'that" is a hino and subjunctive mood verb indicating the purpose of the prayer, the second

'that" clause expresses the results ofan open door, to explain the Gospel.

3. Time; the infinitive indicates temporal connection between the infinitive and the main verb ["before," "while,"
"after"l.

o Matt. l3:4 and as [or while] he sowed, some seeds fell beside the road, and the birds came and ate them up.

o Matt. 26:32 "But after I have been raised. I will go before you to Galilee."

o Mark 14:30 And Jesus said to him, "Truly I say to yorl that you yourself this very night, before a cock crows
twice, shall three times deny Me."

4. Cause; the infinitive expresses the reason or cause of the action of the main verb. In most cases this is expressed

by a preposition dia and the defrnite article ro.

o Matt. l3:5 "And others fell upon the rocky places, where they did not have much soil; and immediately they

sprang up, because they had no depth ofsoil.

. 2 Cor.2:13 I had no rest for my spirit, not finding Titus my brother; but taking my leave of them, I went on

to Macedonia.

This is the only time a dative infuritive expresses cause.

o John 2:24ButJesus, on His part, was not entrusting Himself to them, for fdia,because] He knew all men,

Usage as a noun. Like a noun it has case relations, takes the article, qualified by adjective, accompanied by preposi-

tions, used as a subject or object.

5. Subject. The infinitive expresses an action which is in return the subject of the main verb.

o Rom. 7:18 For I know that nothing good dwells in me, that is, in my flesh; for the wishine is present in me,

but the doing of the good is not.

In this verse, "is," is the main verb, "the wishing" and "the doing" are the subjects.

o Eph. 5: 12 for it is disgraceful even to soeak of the things which are done by them in secret.

. Philippians I :21 For to me, to live is Christ and to die is gain.

6. Direct Object of a finite verb.

. Mark 12:12 And they were seeking to seize Him;

"Seeking" is the main verb; 'to seize" expresses the direct object of the verb.

o John 5:26 "For just as the Father has life in Himselt even so He gave to the Son also to have life in Himself;

The Father gave life, expressed by the infinitive, to the Son.

. 2 Cor.8:ll But now finish doing it also; that just as there was the readiness to desire it, so there may be also
the completion of it by your ability-

Literally, you finished the to doing

7. Secondary object of a verb. In this case, the are two objects of the verb, the first is expressed in the accusative
case.

o Luke 7:40 And Jesus answered and said to him, "Simon, I have something to say to you." And he replied,
"Say it, Teacher."

"Something" is the fust direct object, 'to say'' expresses a second object. One could also say, "I have to
say" where the infinitive would then be the direct object of the verb.

. Luke 10:40 But Martha was distracted with all her preparations; and she came up to Him, and said, "Lord, do
You not care that my sister has left me to do all the servine alone? Then tell her to help me."
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. Acts 7:42 "But God turned away and delivered them up to serve the host of heaven; as it is written in the

book of the prophets, 'It was not to Me that you offered victims and sacrifices forty years in the wilderness,

was it, O house of Israel?

8. Appositional; As an appositional substantive the infinitive further explains or defines a broader category substan-

tive. This can be clarified by adding "namely," to get the sense of apposition.

r I Thess. 4:3 For this is the will of God, your sanctification; that is, that you abstain from sexual immorality;

The clue here is "that is" where abstinence clarifies a subcategory of the broader "will of God'"

o Acts 15:28 "For it seemed good to the Holy Spirit and to us to lay upon you no greater burden than these es-

sentials:

r James l:27 This is pure and undefiled religion in the sight of our God and Father, to 'Yisit orphans and wid-

ows in their distress, and to keep oneself unstained by the world.

"To visit" and "to keep" further define 'hndefiled religion."

g. Epexegetical. The epexegetical use, meaning explanation, further clarifies, qualifies, or explains a noun or verb-8

Some grammars call this a modifier or complementary infinitive.

o Romans 4:21 andbeing fully assured that what God had promised, He was able also to perform.

The infinitive "to perform" further clarifies the verb "was able."

r I Corinthians 7:39 A wife is bound as long as her husband lives; but if her husband is dead, she is free to be

married to whom she wishes, only in the Lord.

The infinitive further qualifies the area of freedom.

Exercise 25.2: Identify and classifr the infinitives in the following:

l. Phil.3:1.
<F.'rt,-:i.Gl:Hl

I Td Lorn<jv, d6eL4o( pou, xaipere €u rcupirg. rd crrlrd
To loipon, adelphoi mou, chafuete en kyrio. ta auta

6 )totntis riSel$ds €yoi xafpo iv rcripLos 6 atrrds
ho loipos adelphos ego chairo en kyrios ho autos

The remaining brothers ofme rejoice in Master The same

ANSA BX NMPV OP1SG VzPPAM PD NMSD ANPA OAINPA

ypdgeLu iprv €pol pdu oirc 6rcur1pdu, ipiv Se rio$crl'ds.
graphein hymin emoi nrcn ouk okncron, hymin de asphales'

ypriso ripele ty,i p(v oir drcuqpris t'pets Ed do$alris
grapho hyrneis ego men ou okn€ros hyrneis de asphal€s

to write to you to me indeed not troublesome to you but secure
OP1SD TM TN JNSNX OPzPD CCV JNSNX

8 Black, Still Greek,116.
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2. Heb.7:24.

74 6 Se 6Lri rd p€vew arjrdv els rdv aldvcr
ho de dia to menein auton eis ton aiona

6 Sd ELd 6 pduo airrds eis 6 aidu
ho de dia ho mend autos eis ho aion

the but through the to stay him into the age

AMSN CCV PA ANSA VPAN OP3MSA PA AMSA NMSA

tincpdBcrrou €xeL rrlv lepooisvrlv'
aparabaton echei t€n hier6sYn€n;

dn'apriparos €Xo 6 lepr,roriurl
aparabatos echo ho hierOsYne

untransferable has the priesthood
JFSAX V3SPA] AFSA NFSA

: $ r,l,](k!,,|+!

evtiioo.ou€ Tnv Tro.voTTALd.v Tou ueou Tipos To

endysasthe tcn panoplian tou theou pros to dynasthai

€u6rio 6 nauon]tfa 6 0eds np<is 6 SriuapaL
endyo ho panoplia ho theos pros ho dynamai
Put on the all weaponry of the God to the to be able

V2PAMM AFSA NFSA AMSG NMSG PA ANSA VPPN

fpds orflvflt npds rds pe0o8eios ro0 6LoBd)'ou'
hymas st€nai pros tas methodeias tou diabolou;

i'peis lorqpr npcjs 6 pego8efo 6 6rripo].og
hyrneis histemi pros ho rnethodeia ho diabolos
you to stand toward the schemings ofthe slanderer

OPzPA VAAN PA AFPA NFPA AMSG NMSG
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Chapter 26

Putting It All Together

Now that the various elements have been analyzed and their uses clarifred the student must put it all together.

Rarely does the student analyzs merely one word. In this chapter an example of the procedure will be briefly devel-

oped based on James l:24. By following this example, the student will then be directed to work on Phi. 2:5-8- A
number of questions will be asked which will help the student see the methodology. For the most part, these same

questions could be applied to the study ofany passage.

Fisure 26.1, James l:2-3.

Z ftdLoav Xopdv riyr{ocro0e , d6€}.0oi Fou, 6tav TT€LpCIopois

Pasan charan
nds Xapd
pas chara
All joy

JFSAX NFSA

fi€pLTr€orl7€
peripes€te

1T€prTTrTTTo)

peripipto
you might fall around

V2PAAS

3 yr"udorcour€s dTL Td 6orc(pr"ou ip6u rfls ri[or€os;
gindskontes hoti to dokimion hym6n t6s pisteos

yrutiorco drL 6 Sorfptou ipels 6 riforts
ginosko hoti ho dokimion hymeis ho pistis

knowing that the proof ofyou ofthe trust
VPAPMPN CSN ANSN NNSN OP2PG AFSG NFSG

hotan peirasmois
efoTau Tr€tpaoFos:
hotan peirasmos
when in pressures
CST NMPD

qfi!f.S-j{'-+-tEE.

hegcsasthe, adelphoi mou,
riydopar <i6el0ds iyr.i
hegeomai adelphos ego
consider brothers of me

V2PAMM NMPV OP1SG

TroLKf LoLS,
poikilois,
noLrctLos
poikilos
various
JMPDX

First, notice how many sentences are in these verses. There are two sentences; l:2-3 and l:4 (only l:2-3 are

shown). Verse 2 is comprised of a main clause, o'count it all joy," followed by a temporal subordinate clause, "when
you encounter various trials." Verse 3 continues with another subordinate clause which begins wi& a participle. After
determining the general stmcture of the clauses and identifing the main clause, identifr the subject and verb of that

main clause.

ln verse 2 the main verb is the second person plural, aorist middle imperative of hEgeomai. T\e --omai ending in-
dicates this is a deponent verb, a verb with a passive form but an active meaning. As an aorist imperative the author is

emphasizing the priority of the action. The subject is unstated in English, but understood, it is addressedto you all.

The fint two words of the clause are in the beginning of the sentence for emphasis. Both words are feminine sin-

gular accusative. The first is the adjective all,the second the noun,joy. This is a double accusative and could be trans-

lated "Count everything joy," or by inserting a verb for better sense in English, "Count everything to be joy."

The main verb of the temporal subordinate clause is the second person plural, aorist active subjunctive. The aorist
tense is a constative aorist, simply summarizing the action as factual. The active voice means the reader is the one

who acts in encountering the test, and the subjunctive mood indicates the possibility or potential of having a test. The

dative is probably a rare use of the dative for direct object, not discussed in this manual.

Having analyzed verse 2, the student should begin verse 3. The first word is a participle without an article. This
indicates an adverbial participle and an adverbial participle of cause best fits. The believer is able to fulfill the com-
mand to count testing to be joyful, because he knows something. The principle that is known is that which follows the

hoti clause: "the testing ofyour faith produces endurance."

This provides a brief summary of how the student can analyze the grammar and syntax of each verse. Every noun,

verb, and verbal should be completely parsed, and each element of the parsing should be explained. Then the student

should write an expanded translation which supplies a more accurate sense of the verse.
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For a final exercise examine Philippians 2:5-8 and begin to answer the questions which follow.

Phil.2:6-7
Plitry*m 25 ,B,l{,fi],.i},.ill'*Lf,ij.t E

TO

Ftt) To0To $pouelre eu ilPtu 6 rcaL Ev XpuorQ 'Iqootr,
touto phroneite er hyrnin ho kai en Christd 'I6sou,

ol'ros $poudor ?v ipeis ds rai €u xprords 'Iloo0s
houtos phroneo en hyrneis hos kai etr Christos Iesous

ttris think in you which also in Chdst Jesus

ODENSA V2PPAM PD OP2PD ORRNSN BX PD NMSD NMSD

6 6s €u prop$fl Oeoil ilnripxaru otrx dprroYpdu r]yriooro
hos en morphe theou hyparchon ouch harpagmon hcg€sato

6s iv pop$d 0eds imriplo oil <ipnaypds fiydopaL
hos en morphc theos hyparcho ou harpagrnos hcgeornai

who in form of God existing not seizure considered
ORRMSN PD NFSD NMSG VPAPMSN TN NMSA V3SAMI

5v^
€LYd,L LOCI, U€Q,
einai isa the6,
eipf ioos Oeds
eirni isos theos
to be equal to God

VPAN BX NMSD

to
6

ho
the

ANSA

doulou labon,
6o0Los Lc.p$ciuo
doulos lambano
of slave having taken
NMSG VAAPMSN

eirpe0els rirs du0pr'rnos

t?/
€u opoL0)p0TL
en homoiomati
?v 6po(c,lpa
er homoiOrna
in likeness
PD NNSD

€aurdu €rdvooeu popQflu Eori\ou LcrBdu,- 7 au.a
alla
,\ \ /aAo
alla
but

CCV

du0painr,iu

heauton eken6sen
€auroO rceudor

heautou keno6
himself he emptied

OX3MSA V3SAAI

T:.vd!{*vos' K(Ii

morphen
pop+d
morphc

form
NFSA

oXripcrrL
schemati
OXfrPO
schema

heuretheis hos
efpforco iis
heurisko hos

being found as

VAPPMSN TP

anthrOpos
duOponog
anthropos

man
NMSN

anthropon genomenos; kai
d.uOpolnog yfuopaL rcaf

anthropos ginomai kai
of men becoming and
NMPG VAMPMSN CCK

in shape
NNSD

l. Identiff the first sentence.

2. The first sentence is composed of an independent clause, and a relative clause. Begin by analyztng the independ-

ent clause. What is the main verb, what is the subject of the clause?

3. Parse the main verb and explain each element.

4. Explain the significance of the nouns in the dative case.

5. Identiff the main verb and the subject of vs. 6. Completely parse the verb and explain the significance of each

element.

6. How many verbals are there in vs. 6? Identify the participle. Does it have an article or not? Identiff and explain
its usage.
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7. Identifl the infinitive in vs. 6. (Hinfi the article suggests it is what kind of infrnitive?). Wallace notes that this is a

direct object infinitive in an object complement construction, "He did not regard equalrty with God as something

to be grasped."

8. Verse 7 is a contrastive clause, part of the complex sentence making up verses 6 and 7. Identiff the main verb the

subject ofverse 7.

9 . Parse and explain the sigrrificance of each verb.

10. Parse and explain the sigrificance of each verbal.


